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Let Z, be the space of all bounded real-valued sequences, (E, Y) a Haus- 
dorff locally convex space over reals with E’ its dual and E” its bidual (we use 
the notations of [4] for locally convex spaces), and u: (IO0 , // * 11) + E a con- 
tinuous linear operator. We denote by e, the sequence having nth term 1 
and all other terms 0. If p = {p,} E 1, , then C,“=,pJ 0 u(e,) is absolutely 
convergent for any element f E E’ and so, using the boundedness of u, 
C~=‘=,p,u(e,) is subseries convergent in (E”, u(E”, E’)). By the Pettis-Orlicz 
theorem, it is unconditionally convergent in Mackey topology 7(E”, E’). 
This gives us a weakly compact operator 
w: (I, , I! * II) -+ (E”, @“, E’)), 4P) = 5 w(ed 
?Z=l 
With these notations we prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM. Let u,: (I, , 11 . 11) -+ E, be a sequence of linear continuous 
operators such that u,(x) is convergent in E for every x E 1, . Then, 
(i) u,: 1, -+ E, defined by u,(x) = lim u,(x), x E Z, , is a continuous 
linear operator with norm topology on 1,; 
(ii) %* * Z, --+ E” (n = 1, 2,..., co) are continuous linear operators with 
u(Z~ , 11) and u(E”, E’) topologies on 1, and E”, respectively, and v, converges 
to D, uniformly on norm bounded subsets (nbd) of 1, with natural topology FO 
on E” [6, p. 1431; 
(iii) if E is quasicomplete and the range of v, is in E for every n, then 
range of v, is also in E. 
Proof. Let S be the closed unit ball of 1, and f E E’. By the Banach- 
Steinhaus theorem f 0 u,(S) is bounded and so Us is a bounded subset 
of E. This proves (i). 
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If u: (1, , 11 . 11) + E is a continuous linear operator, its adjoint 
u’: E,’ -+ (Z,‘, 11 . 11) is continuous (E,’ means E’ with strong topology [6]) 
([6, p. 1581). Since Zi is a band in Z,‘, I,’ = l1 @ II’ [6]. If p: I,’ + Zi C Z,’ is 
the corresponding projection mapping, then P = q~ o u’: E,’ - (II , 11 . 11) is a 
continuous linear operator and so the adjoint operator 
P’: (1% ,a& 1 II)) - (E”, u(E”, E’)) 
is a continuous linear operator. This operator is exactly the operator o 
defined in the introduction. (Incidentally, by [3, p. 6281 it follows that 
U: (I,, I/ . 11) + (E”, 7(E”, E’)) is a compact operator.) If v, does not converge 
to ~1, uniformly on S, we may assume (taking subsequences if necessary) 
that (a, - v,) (.x~) 6 U, Vn, for some sequence {x,} m S and for some 
a(E”, E’)-closed absolutely convex F0 0-nbd U in E”. By separation theorem, 
Vn, 3fn E E’ such that fn o (v, - v,) (xJ > supfJ U) = 1. Since U n E 
is a 0-nbd in E, it follows that {fn: 1 < n < co} is an equicontinuous set in 
E’ and so the sequence fn 0 (un - u,) 4 0 in (Zm’, (Z=‘, Zm)). By Phillips’ 
Lemma [5], fn 0 (vn - a,) converges to 0 uniformly on S. This is in contra- 
diction to fn 0 (vn - 27,) (x,J > 1, Vn. The proof of (iii) is trivial now. This 
completes the proof. 
Remark. If ‘?I is the class of all subsets of N, the natural numbers, E a 
quasicomplete locally convex space and u: ?I + E, a bounded finitely additive 
measure, then u can be considered as a bounded linear operator u: L, ---f E, 
L, being the vector space, wrth sup-norm, of ‘?I-sample functions on N (note 
if 0” = & &xA is a %-simple function with 0 < ci < c2 < .. < c, and 
(-4,) mutually dikjoint then 
= c1u ij -4, + (C? - Cl) 24 (Irj ‘4,) ( ) 2=1 2=P 
+ **- (cn - cnpl) u(A,) C c, conv z@I) 
and so u: L, + E is bounded). Now 1, is the space of all bounded real-valued 
‘%-measurable functions on N, and so every g E Z, is the uniform limit of a 
sequence of ‘%-simple functions [4, pp. 85-861 which means that the closed 
unit ball of L, is norm-dense in the closed unit ball of Zm; in particular, L, 
is dense in I, . Thus u naturally gets extended as u: Z, + E. Now if pn: 2I + E 
is a sequence of bounded finitely additive measures such that pCL,(A) is con- 
vergent VA E 2I, then the set (Jz=i ZJ$XC) is bounded in E, since for every 
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f E E’, Glf O P&w is a bounded set of real numbers [2, Theorem, p. 4731; 
from this it follows that pn’s considered as pn: 1, -+ E have the property 
that Us-, P&V is a bounded subset of E, S being the closed unit ball of 
Z, , and so lim ~Jx) exists for every x E Z, , since this limit exists for 
every x E&, . Thus the [I, Theorem l] is a particular case of our theorem. 
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